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In the past decade, much research and standards have focused on developing various approaches to 
mitigate IS risks in order to create relevant and effective Information Security Management Systems 
(ISMS) (Bowen et al. 2006; ISO/IEC 2013; NIST 800-37 2010). Risk Analysis (RA) is the common 
term and field to balance the value of information assets for protection against identified risks and a 
prerequisite for selecting possible security measures to mitigate those risks to an acceptable level (Eloff 
et al. 1993; Fowler 2003; Gerber and Solms 2005). A central part of RA is Information Classification 
(IC), that identify organizational assets and decides what consequences a loss of confidentiality, 
integrity, or availability could cause (Breier and Schindler 2014; Fowler 2003). The literature often 
depicts IC and RA as an isolated sequential process performed in a linear progression: where IC serves 
as input for the RA that leads to a rational decision in regard to implemented security measures (ISO/IEC 
2013; Reed 2007; Straub and Welke 1998). IC is thus a critical part of RA, as it is what enables adequate 
security measures to be recognized, whilst inadequate identification or valuation of assets may misguide 
such decisions (Shedden et al. 2010; von Solms and von Solms 2004). 

Although critical for ISMS, it remains unclear how IC and RA interoperate in relation to recognized 
security measures. For example, how and what information to classify before the RA is not always 
evident (Ozkan and Karabacak 2010) and it has been described as one of the main difficulties in 
assessing RA (Sajko et al. 2006). Nor is the interplay between IC, RA and security measures evident 
while adapting to new configurations, or what constitutes as adequate security measures with respect to 
IC and RA (Baskerville 1991; Taylor 2015). Yet much research does not deliberate these challenges 
(Sajko et al. 2006; Tatar and Karabacak 2012), but address them as self-evident (Farahmand et al. 2005; 
Moulton and Moulton 1996). We argue however that IC, RA and resulting security measures should not 
be seen as a sequential process, but as an emergent dynamic process where IC, RA and security measures 
interoperate with respect to new configurations (Kim and Lee 2005). 

A literature study in the IS basket journals on capabilities and challenges with IC and RA have been 
performed. The preliminary results show that similar capabilities and challenges exist in the respective 
areas and these results have been used to construct an interview guide aimed at exploring the current 
gap between IC, RA and security measures. A number of Swedish government agencies have been 
selected to be interviewed based on a previous study by Bergström et al. (2016), where the government 
agencies submitted their internal policies or guidelines for review. The preliminary results indicate there 
are several interesting approaches used in Swedish government agencies that challenge the current view. 
The overall aim is to investigate these gaps, clarify what is needed in the transitions between IC, RA 
and security measures, what triggers change or transitions between them and connect them to the life-
cycle perspective present in an ISMS. 
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